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INTRODUCTION 
WHITEHEAD 
IN [23] it was shown that, to each topological spectrum X, there is attached a homology 
theory .Cj+(X), as well as a cohomology theory $j*(X). These theories satisfy the Eilenberg- 
Steenrod axioms [6], except for the dimension axiom. Moreover, a notion of pairing 
(X, Y) - 2 of two spectra to a third was defined and used to define a cap product pairing 
B*(X) @J Ei*( Y) -+ 8*(Z). 
With the aid of these products, an Alexander duality theorem was proved to hold for 
arbitrary spectra. 
The Poincare duality theorem is much more delicate. Let X be a spectrum which 
behaves like a ring with unit, in the sense that there is a pairing (X,X) ---, X and a map 
of the sphere spectrum S into X with suitable properties. An X-module is then a spectrum 
M, with a suitable pairing (X,M) +M. If K is an n-manifold, one can define the notion 
of fundamental cZass z E H,(K;X). It was proved in 1231 that, if z is a fundamental class, 
then 
zm : Hq(K; M-J-, H&K; M) 
is an isomorphism for every X-module M. We shall say that K is X-orientable :If and only 
if such a fundamental class exists. 
The question of existence of a fundamental class seems to be extremely complex. 
If X is the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum K(Z), the notion of orientability reduces to the 
usual one. On the other hand, the manifold K is ,S-orientable if and only if it is a homotopy 
II-munifold, i.e. the integral fundamental class z is stably spherical. It can be proved (cf. 
118, Theorem (7.3)] and Theorem (9.2) below) that this condition is equivalent o the van- 
ishing, for all r, of Q(z) for every stable homology operation @ of the r-th kind which 
vanishes on the fundamental class of the sphere. As for modules, every spectrum is an 
Smodule, and it was suggested in 1231 that the K(Z)-modules are essentially the “abelian” 
spectra, which are nothing but products of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra. 
t This research was sponsored by U.S. Army Research Office, Durham. 
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Thus one has the following scheme: 
K(Z)-modules = abelian spectra 
. 
S-modules . = all spectra 
K(Z) orientable manifolds = orientable manifolds 
S-orientable manifolds = orientable manifolds whose integral fundamental class z has 
the property that all stable homology operations of the r-th 
kind which vanish on the fundamental class of a sphere 
vanish on z (r = 1, 2.... ) 
During the year 1959-60, Arnold Shapiro raised the question of whether the gaps in this 
scheme can be tilled by interesting intermediate classes of manifolds and accompanying 
classes of spectra. This paper arose out of an attempt o answer this question. 
Our methods are semi-simplicial. Semi-simplicial spectra were introduced in [lo], 
and it was shown that any spectrum X can be replaced by FX, the free group spectrum 
which it generates, without changing the weak homotopy type. Pairing of semi-simplicial 
spectra were studied in [l I]. 
Let T: A, + A, be a functor, where A, is the category of sets with base point. 
Then T gives rise, by degree-wise application, to functors from spectra to spectra, and these 
were studied, under very mild restrictions on T, in [Ill. An example of such a functor is 
the “free group” functor F. Others can be obtained by composing F with a functor 
Q :Q --* Y, where 9 is the category of groups. 
Let Fm be a free group on countably many generators. Then each fully invariant 
subgroup U of Fa gives rise to a functor Q, :A, + B. In the present paper it is shown 
that, for such a subgroup U, Q&‘) is a ring-spectrum. Moreover, the Q&modules are 
characterized as those which are dominated by QuX for some spectrum X. 
In particular, let U be the n-th member F, (“) of the derived series. Then Q,X = FX/F@‘X, 
and there is a sequence 
K(Z) = FS/F(“S t FS/F’2’S + . . . t FS/F’“‘S +- . . . + S 
of ring spectra between S and K(Z). The FS/F(“)S-modules are essentially those spectra 
(called n-abelian) which can be built up out of at most n-abelian pieces. 
Corresponding to the ring spectra FS/F@)S, one has the notion of n-orientable mani- 
fold K. It turns out that K is n-orientable if and only if it satisfies Poincare duality for all 
n-abelian spectra, subject to a rather mild naturality condition. Moreover, the question 
of whether K is n-orientable can be answered within the framework of the classical homol- 
ogy theory of K. Specifically, K is n-orientable if and only if its integral fundamental class 
z has the property that, for all r < n, all stable homology operations of the r-th kind which 
vanish on the fundamental class of the sphere should vanish on z. 
Finally, we show that this theory is not vacuous by constructing examples of mani- 
folds having arbitrarily high degrees of orientability. 
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The paper is divided into three sections, followed by three appendices. 
In §I, ring and module spectra are defined. ThefullJl invariant functors Q, are intro- 
duced and the properties mentioned above established. 
In $11, stable homology operations (of possibly higher kind) are studied. These are 
obtained from certain sequences of fibrations of spectra. In particular, the operations 
associated with the derived series of FS are shown to have a certain universality property. 
In @II, the results of the previous chapters are applied to study Poincare duality with 
the results which have been mentioned above. 
Appendix A is devoted to a reformulation of the homotopy theory of spectra which 
we hope to be more-perspicuous than that of [lo]. Many of the results used in the paper 
on free group spectra and homotopy properties of the derived series of the sphere, whose 
proofs would have unduly interrupted the exposition, have been relegated to Appendices 
B and C. References uch as (A.5) or (C.3) are to these appendices. 
Some of the results of this paper were reported on in [24]. 
51. CLASSIFICATION OF SPECTRA 
1. Rings and modules 
Let 9j be the category of (semi-simplicial) spectra, 9fiG the category of group 
spectra [lo]. Let SE 9” be the sphere spectrum; S has only one non-degenerate simplex 
4, of degree 0. In [I l] we have defined a functor A : (+‘z, 9#) ---, Y”fi, called the reduced 
join. Moreover, there are natural weak equivalences 
&:x-rSAx 
&‘:X+X A s 
T:XA Y+YAx 
such that 
(1.1) El = TE, 
(1.2) r2 = 1 
(1.3) E = E’ if X=S, 
(1.4) ~=l if X=Y=S. 
Amapcr:XA Y- Z is called a pairing of X with Y to Z. 
DEFINITION (1.5). A ring in the category of spectra (for short, ring spectrum, or simply 
ring) is a spectrum E E Ph, together with two maps 
t:S+E 
~:EAE+E 
such that the composite maps 
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(1.6) ShEIA1 -EhELE,‘aSr,E 
(1.7) EAS- ‘^‘EAELE-~;EAS 
are homotopicf to the appropriate identity maps. 
DEFINITION (1 .a). A moabie over the ring spectrum E (or simply E-mo&le) is a spectrum 
ME Yj together with a map v : E A M -, hf, such that the composite map 
IA 1 
0.9) SAM- E AM~MLSA M 
is homotopic to the identity map. 
(Remark 1. For any spectra X and Y, the spectrum X A Y is a group spectrum.) 
(Remark 2. These definitions appear to differ from the analogous ones for topological 
spectra 1231. The reason for the difference is that, in the topological case there is a natural 
map from S A E into E; in the semi-simplicial case the natural map E goes in the opposite 
direction. Since 8 is a weak equivalence, this will cause no difficulty.) 
(Remark 3. If E E spdtG, then e : E --, S A E is a homotopy equivalence, by (A. 13). 
Hence E is a ring if and only if the maps 
r/I1 
(1.6)’ ELSAE -E A EI1+E 
IA1 
(1.7)’ E~EAS -E A E:E 
are homotopic to the identity. Similarly, if ME g&, then it4 is an E-module if and only 
if the map 
IA1 
(1.9) M:S A M- EAMLM 
is homotopic to the identity.) 
The ring spectrum E is said to be commutative if and only 
EAE:E 
7 
I 1 
I 
EAE~E 
P 
if E E Lf)& and the diagram 
is homotopy-commutative. For such a map p (1.6) and (1.7) above are equivalent. 
As an example, .let l= fS : S --, FS be the natural imbedding; it is a weak equiva- 
lence, by [ 11,4.7 1. For any X E yfio, consider the map 
X-hAx 
‘A 1 
-FS A x; 
it is also a weak equivalence, by [I 1, 9.4 and 9.61. Since XE yjG, there is a map 
v : FS A X+ X such that v(z A 1)~ cv 1, (I A 1)~ N 1. Since 8 and z A 1 are natural, it 
follows from (A.15) that v is natural up to homotopy. Now 
t For the notion of homotopy, see Appendix A. 
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&v(Ih1)&CY&l=&=1&:X-+ShX. 
Since e is a weak equivalence, it follows from (A.15) that the map 
th 1 
SAX---+ FS A x:x-b A x 
is homotopic to the identity. Taking X = FS, we see that the map 
1A 1 
SAFS- FSAFSLFS~*SAFS 
is homotopic to the identity. 
Now the diagram 
Ihl 
SAS- FS A FS 
* 
I I 
I 
SAS- FS A FS 
,A, 
is commutative, by naturality of f. But r : S A S + S A S is the identity. By (A.15), 
T : FS A FS --* FS A FS is homotopic to the identity. We have proved 
(1.10). Themaps~:S--,FSandv:FS~FS -B FS make FS into a commutative ring 
spectrum. For any X E ,&?? the map v : FS A X --, X makes X into an FS-module. 
Other examples of rings and modules will be constructed in 2 (below). 
2. convergentfimctom 
Let A,, be the category of sets with base point. In [l 1, $121 we have de&red a functor 
T :A, -+ A* to be convergent if and only if T preserves one-point sets and commutes 
with direct limits (of directed systems). Let 9 be the category of groups, and let 
F: A*++3, 
be the “fi-ee group” and “forgetful” functors, so that for any set Xwith base point +, F(X) 
is the group freely generated by X-(e), and, if G is a group with identity e,a(G) is the under- 
lying set of G, with base point e. We shall restrict our attention to comergent groupfunctors; 
i.e. convergent functors of the form BTF for some functor T : 9 4 91. Often we shall 
abbreviate dTF to T. 
Let T be a convergent group functor. Then T extends to a ftmctor, still denoted by 
T :9b + 9b. In fact, if X E 9”, T(X) is the underlying spectrum of a group spectrum. 
Hence we may, if we wish, regard T as a functor: 9# + Y#c. 
We now recall some of the properties of T which’ were proved in [l 1; $514, 151. 
(2.1) If o! : X+ Y is a weak equivalence in Y/., then T(a) : T(X) -, T(Y) is a 
homotopy equivalence. 
(2.2) Let XL Y 2 Z be afibration in 9j. Then so is the sequence TX: TY 2 TZ. 
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(2.3) For any X, YE 9%. there are homotopy equivalences 
A::TXil Y+T(X/l I;), 
p:xA TY-rT(XA Y); 
these are, up to homotopy, uniquely defined and natural. 
Furthermore, the following statements are e? sily verified. 
(2.4) The diagram 
?-XA k&(xA Y) 
is commutative. 
YA TX--rT(YAX) 
P 
(2.5). The diagram 
TM \I P 
?-(s A x) 
is commutative up to homotopy. 
Let T,, T2 be convergent functors, and let 0 : T, + T, be a natural transformation. 
For any X E 9fi, the maps @(AT,,,) : T,(X(,,) + T,(X& commute with the face and 
degeneracy operators, and therefore are the components of a map @i(X) : Tl(X) -+ T,(X). 
Thus 4 extends to a natural transformation between the extended functors. 
(2.6). For any convergent functors T,, T,, T, and any natural transformation 
Q : Tl + T,, the diagrams 
wx A Tr) 
T,(x A TY) b T2(x A TY) 
TIP 
I , I 
T2P 
7-,7,(x A Y) T2T(X A Y) 
OT(X I\ r) 
B(X) h 1 
T,XA Y ,T2X A Y 
- I 
1 
+ I 
1 
T,(X A y) &(x A y> 
uqx h r) 
I h o(r) 
TX A T,Y bTX A T-Y 
L 
I I 
I 
T(x A T,Y) * T(X A T,Y) 
7-u h wv 
are commutative up to homotopy. 
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Examples of such functors may be obtained as follows. Let Fa be a free group with 
a countably infinite set of free generators, and let U be any fully invariant [12, $371 sub- 
group of F_ For any group G, let r,(G) be the subgroup generated by q(U) for all homo- 
morphisms q : F, + G; thus T,(G) is a fully invariant subgroup of G. If f: G -) H is 
a homomorphism, then clearly f(T,(G)) c T,(H) and we may define Tncf) = f 1 Z’,(G) : 
T,(G) + T,(H). Let Q,(G) = G/T,(G); iff:‘G -+ H, thenf induces Q”(f) : Q,(G)-+ Q&Z). 
It is readily verified that Tv and Q, are convergent functors. The functors Qn are said 
to be fully invariant functors. 
Some examples of fully invariant subgroups of a free group F are: 
(1) the &rived series {F@)}, defined inductively by F”’ = F, F(“+l) = [F’“‘, F’“‘]; 
(2) the lower central series {F(;.,}, defined inductively by iFco, = F, &+IJ = [F, &,,I; 
(3) the subgroups 8”” generated by the m-th powers of the elements of F. 
Some information about the fully invariant subgroups of Fa is provided by the 
following theorem of Levi and Neumann 112, Vol. II, p. 461; Let U be a fzdly invariant 
subgroup of F,. i’lzen there is a unique integer m 2 0 such that 
V = F”’ .(V n F(l)) 00 m * 
We shall call the integer m = m(U) the characteristic of U. 
Let X E 9# and let T,, Tz be convergent functors. Consider the diagram 
T,S A T2S :,T,(S A T,X) 
TI(P) TITz@) 
- T,T,(S A X) +- T, T,(X). 
Since E is a weak equivalence, T,T,(e) is a homotopy equivalence. Hence 
(2.7). There is a map t$ : T,S A TJ -+ T,T, X, natural and unique up to homotopy, 
such that T,T,@)c#J = T,(p)rZ. 
(2.8). Let @ : TIT, --f T be a natural transformation. Then Q, induces a nutural map 
T,S A T2X + TX. 
Let U be a fully invariant subgroup of F_, and let Qu be the associated fully invariant 
functor. Let XE &*, and let G = Q&Y) = F(X)/TvF(X). Then the identity map of G 
extends to a homomorphism f: F(G) -+ G. Let IT : FX + G be the natural map, and 
choose g : FG ---, FX such that ng = F. Then g maps TvFG into TvFX and hence f = ng 
maps TvFG into the identity. Therefore f induces a homomorphism 
h = @v(X) : Qv(QvX) = QvG -+ G = QnX. 
Clearly h is natural and therefore a natural transformation 
@o: QoQu-)Qu 
of functors. 
On the other hand, the composition of the inclusion map X + FX with the natural 
map of FX into FXjTvFX is a natural transformation 
Ev :Z-t Q, 
where Z is the identity functor. 
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LEMMA (2.8). The foliowing diagrams 
EV(X) h 1 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
&4X A QuY) 
X A QvY ’ QuW A QuY) 
P I ) I QVP 
QdX A y) QuQuW * y) 
(2.11) 
Q-2Q..?Q" 
u 
are commutative up to homotopy. 
Commutativity of (29) and (2.10) follows from (2.6). Commutativity of (2.11) is 
immediate. 
Let z = E&S) : S + &SJ For each X E .@‘z, let v = v(X) : Q,S A &X-+ Q,X be the 
map of (2.7) associated with the naturhl transformation a0 : QuQu + Qu Finally, let 
~1 I: v(S) : Q,,S A Q,S -+ Q,S. 
THJDREM (2.12). Let U be a fully invariant subgroup of F_. Then the maps I : S + Q,S, 
p : Q&T A Q,S + QUS defined above make QvX into a ring spectrum. Moreover, if X E .9)4 
then the map 
v:QvS A QvX-*QvX 
defined above makes QvX into a Q&module. 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
En(S) A 1 
SA QcJ 
&AQv(S A Xl) 
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By (2.9)-(2.11) the diagram is homotopy commutative, so that 
P = @u(S A X)(QUPW,(S) A 1) : S A QuX + Q@ A x). 
Moreover, the diagram 
is homotopy commutative, and O,(X)+ = v(X). Hence 
/J N (QUs)v(X)(EU(S) A 1) : s A QvX -, Q& A x). 
Again the diagram 
Q$!:“r *I\i. Q”x 
Qvx , 
is homotopy commutative, by (2.5). Hence 
P = Pav(XXS&) A 1) N @?V(l A 1); 
since p is a homotopy equivalence, 
sy(1 A 1) E 1. 
This proves (1.9), and, in particular, (1.6). It remains to prove (1.7). This follows by a 
similar, but slightly more complicated argument, using, in addition, (1.4) and (2.4). 
We next ask: which spectra admit the structure of a Q&)-module? 
LEMMA (2.13). Let E be a ring spectrum, X E +o, YE Z+. Suppose that Y is an 
E-module and that Y dominates X. Then X admits the structure of an E-module. 
Proof. Let v : E A Y+ Y define the module structure on Y and let a: X-, Y, 
j?: Y-*X be maps such that /iti- 1 :X-,X. Define v’:EhX+X to be the 
composition 
1hO P 
EAX- EAY- -&. ” Y 
One readily verifies that 
&V’(I A 1) = (1 A /?)(I A Ct) = 1 A ‘X/3 N 1 
and therefore v’ defktes a module structure on X. 
THEOREM (2.14). Let Qv be afilly invariant functor, and let X E yho. Then the follow 
ing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) X admits a Q&S)-module structure; 
(2) X is dominated by Qv(Y) for some YE Z?‘j; 
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(3) The map J&(x) : X+ Q,(X) has a left homotopy inverse; 
(4) The inclusion map T,X ---, FX is nullhomotopic. 
Proof. We shall show that (1) =E- (3) => (2) =S (1) and (3) o(4). 
That (2) 3 (1) follows from (2.12) and (2.13). That (3) =z- (2) is trivial. To show that 
(1) * (3), let v : Q,.Y A X--, X define the module structure, and consider the diagram 
where /I is defined so that &?I N Q”(e) (this is possible, since I is a homotopy equivalence). 
Now 
V@“(S) A 1)E N 1 by (1.9)’ 
I@,(S) A 1) z ELI@ A X) by (2.9~ 
by naturality of E,. 
Then 
Z ;c(E,(S) A I)&; 
since 1 is a homotopy equivalence, 
/&I(X) = (E,(S) A f )e 
and therefore 
v/YE”(X) N v(E,(S) A I)& LT 1, 
so that the map v/3 : Q&Y-, X is a left homotopy inverse of E,(X). 
To prove that (3) =S (4), consider the diagram 
where ic is the inclusion, SC the projection on the quotient group, and a a left homotopy 
inverse of E,(X). Then (cf. (A.lO)) 
(gX)rc N aE,(X)(gX)K = an(fX)(gX)K N amc = *; 
since gX is a homotopy equivalence, K v*. 
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Conversely, if K N *, then the identity map of FX is homotopic, by (A.@, to a map 
y : FX + FX such that yrc = *. Then there is a map 7 : Fx\TvX + FX such that 7~’ = y ; 
here FX\TvX is the spectrum obtained from FX by identifying each simplex of TvX 
with *, and n’ : FX + FX\TvX is the identification map. There is a map 
w : FX\T,X --+ QvX such that IL = wn’, and o is a weak homotopy equivalence (cf. [ll, 
5.4 and 5.51). It follows from (A.15) that there is a map E : Q,X ---, FX such that Zo z 7. 
Then 
&I = &en z fn’ = jJ N 1, 
so that B is a left homotopy inverse of n. Hence (gX)ti = a is a left homotopy inverse of 
E,X. This completes the proof. 
3. Met&&n spectra 
For any group G, let (G’“‘} be its derived series, so that 
G(c) = G, G(“+l) = [G(n), G’“‘]. 
Similarly we may define G(“) for any G E 9&. If X E 9#, we shall write F(“)X instead of 
(FX)(n). Evidently Fm(“) = U, is a fully invariant subgroup of F,, and F’“)(X) = T,,(X). 
Finally, let 
A,(X) = Qc,,(X) = FX/F’“‘(X). 
DEFINITION (3.1). The spectrum X E 9’ is said to be n-step metubeliun .(n-abehun, for 
short) if and only if F(X) admits un A,(S)-module structure. 
It follows from Lemma (2.13) that, if X is n-step metabelian and X dominates YE .S%G, 
then Y is also n-step metabelian. 
We recall from [ 11, 15.51: 
DEFINITION (3.2). The spectrum XE 9&. hus no generalized k-invariunts if and only 
if X has the same homotopy type us A,(Y) for some YE ~2%. If n > 0, X has at most n 
generalized k-invuriunts tfund only if there is a fibration [ll, 5.11 
X’-_,X-_,x” 
such that X’ has at most n - 1 generalized k-invariunts and X” has none. 
LEMMA (3.3). If X is u free group spectrum (cf. Appendix B), then X/X@+‘) has at 
most n generalized k-invariants. 
Proof By [l 1, 5.41, the sequence 
X(1)/X@+ 1) + X/X(n+l) ---) X/X(1’ 
is a fibration. By (B.lO), X/X(” has no generalized k-invariants. The Lemma now follows 
by induction on n, because of (B.10) and the fact that x(n+‘) = (X(‘))(“). 
LEMMA (3.4). If 
(I IJ 
X-*Y+Z 
is afibrution, and x’ is m-abelian, Z is n-abeliun, then Y is (m + n)-abelian. 
D 
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Proof Consider the diagram 
F'"'X 
p+n)y 
I 14 Q”M 
F(“’ y - F'"'Z 
FX - FY - FZ 
Fa rls 
in which the rk are inclusions. The bottom line is still a fibration. By Theorem (2.14), 
I, and lj are nullhomotopic, and it suffices to prove that zZlq il* *. Now (@)I~ = ~,(F(“‘fi) u *, 
and therefore, by (A.9), there is a map y : F@)Y ---* FX such that (Frh, = i2. By (A.1 1) 
and (B.g), we may assume that y is a homomorphism. Then F’“‘y maps (p))(m)Y = fim+“)Y 
into F”“)X and . , 
z2z4 N (Fa)yz, = (Fa)z#“‘y N +. 
THEOREM (3.5). The spectrum XE 9bo is n-abelian if and only if X is dominated by a 
spectrum having at most n - 1, generalized k-invariants. 
Proof. If X is n-abelian, then X is dominated by FX/,F’“‘X, by Theorem (2.14). By 
Lemma (3.3), FX/F@“X has at most n - 1 generalized k-invariants. 
Conversely, suppose that X is dominated by a spectrum Y having at most n - 1 
generalized k-invariants. If Y is n-step metabelian, so is X. Hence we may assume that X 
itself has at most n - 1 generalized k-invariants. We shall prove that X is niabelian, by 
induction on n. If n = 1, X has the homotopy type of A,(Y) for some Y and hence X is 
1-abelian, by Theorem (2.14). If n > 1, there is a fibration 
(I s 
x’+x---_,x” 
such that x’ has at most n - 2 generalized k-invariants and x” has none. By induction 
hypothesis, x’ is (n - l)-abelian and x” 1-abelian. By Lemma (3.4), X is n-abelian. 
Remark. It can be shown that every I-abelian spectrum has no generalized k-invariants. 
We do not know whether the corresponding statement holds for n < 1. 
$IL HOMOLOGY OPERATIONS 
4. Strict Bbrations 
DEFXNITION (4.1). A sequence 
I 
(4.2) x-Y--J+Z 
of spectra and maps is said to be a strict jibratiorz if and on& if, for each q, the induced maps 
14.3) x, -L Y, J+ 2, 
form a fibration in the category of semi-simplicial complexes [S, 3.31. 
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One easily verifies that 
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(4.4). A strict jibration is a$bration in the sense of [1 1, $51. 
(4.5). Zf Y is a group spectrum, X a subgroup spectrum, Z the spectrum Y/X of right 
(or left) cosets, I the inclusion map, n theprojection, then the sequence (4.2) is a strictfibration. 
and 
and 
Because of (4.4), each fibration gives rise to a homotopy sequence 
ai+: xl(c) *l(x) 
. . . - Iri+,(Z) - 709 -nr( Y) - w3 - . . . 
(4.7). The sequence (4.6) is exact. 
Let (4.2) be a strict fibration, and let a : Q + Z be a map in ,!+. Define a spectrum P 
maps 1 ‘:X--rP,/I:P-, Y,n’:P+Qasfollows: 
P (II) = Nu, v) E Y(n) x Q&(u) = WI, 
&(u, 4 = (&4 w,44 v) = (w, 44, 
B(u, 0) = u,d(u,u)= u, 
~'(~) = (x9 *), 
so that there is a commutative diagram 
I 
X-Y- 
(4.8) 
\\fi = i 
* 
P-Q I' 
For each q, the sequence 
X,-P 4 - Qq I' w =i 
is a fibration, that induced by aq : Qq -+ Zq from the fibration (4.3). Hence 
(4.9). The sequence 
I’ 
(4.10) X-P- =’ Q 
is a strict fibration. 
The sequence (4.10) is said to be induced by the map a : Q + 2 from (4.2). 
Now consider the diagram (4.8), but drop the assumptions made there, and assume 
instead 
(4.11). The sequences 
X-P -Q a' L' 
are fibrations (not necessarily strict); 
(4.12). The diagram (4.8) is commutative. 
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It is easily verified that 
LEMMA (4.13). Under the hypotheses (4.1 I), and (4.12), the diugram 
x’ 
l 
a’ 
l * 
**. - %+1(P) - %+1(Q) - ,~* ,=. “I:’ II ~“~~ ~ ~“i~ -... 
*.. - %+,(Y)- %+1(Z) - G(X) - k”(Y) - %(Z) - . . . 
x* al I. n* 
whose top and bottom lines are the homoropy sequences of the appropriate fibrations, is 
commutative. 
Since every third one of the vertical homomorphisms 1 : n”(x) ---, q(X) is an iso- 
morphism, we conclude from a Lemma of Barratt and J. H. C. Whitehead [3, 7.41 
COROLLARY (4.14). Under the hypotheses (4.1 I), (4.12), there is an exact sequence 
rl c 
.-. - G+I(~)- T,+I(Q) @ x.+dY) - s+dZ) 
I. 'a. c 
- M’) 2 dQ) 6B dY) - . . . 
where 
rt(x) = (J&x, B*x), 
t;(y, z) = a,y - X*Z. 
COROLLARY (4.15). Under the hypotheses (4.1 I), (4.12), if y E z.(Q), z E n,(Y) ure 
elements such that cr,y = n,z, then there exists x E n,(P) such that y = &c, z = ,$,,x, 
5. Homology operations 
DEFINITION (5.1). A P-system of rank n is a diagram 
A,, Al . . . A, 
x: 10 
I I 
11 
I 
8” 
E0 t-E1 t . . . -EE, 
%I x2 X” 
in the category 9/, such that 
(1) AiE9j~andEiEYjG(i=O, 1, . . . . n); 
(2) A, . . . . A, are abelian (i.e. I-abelian) ; 
(3) each of the sequences 
A,-E,- E,_, 
IL =L 
is a strict jbration. 
The initial segment of Z is the diagram ‘Z obtained from I: by deleting the spectra A, and 
E,, and the maps 1, and or,. The terminal segment of IZ is the diagram “I: obtained from Z 
by deleting the spectra A, and E,, and the maps zO and rr,. 
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Evidently ‘Z and “C are P-systems of rank n - 1. 
DEFINITION (5.2). Let X and 
A& A; . . . A; 
x.‘: 1’0 1’1 
I I 
1’” 
I 
E;+-EE; -... +--EL 
nr’ 
be P-systems of rank n. A map of X into I2 is a collection of maps 
ai z Ai -+ A; 
fir : Ei d E; 
such that the diagrams 
,J 2 Ai,,k EIL-f EIflk 
Ea-4% EL-1 *----EL 
Bk X’k- 1 
are commutative. 
DEFIMTION (5.4). The P-system Z is said to be special ifand only ifEO = A0 and a0 = 1. 
We now show how a P-system of rank n gives rise to a homology operation of the 
n-th kind. Let KC Y*, the category of semi-simplicial complexes with base point, and let 
E E 5$4. In [ 11, 3.11 we have defined the spectrum K_k E, called the join of K and E. 
The homology groups of K with respect o E are defined? by 
K(K; E) = x.+r(K*E); 
H, is a covariant functor of both arguments. Let 
H&C; E) = c H,(K; E). 
n 
_ In [l 1, 5.71 it was shown that the operation of joining with a fixed complex preserves 
fibrations. Hence a P-system Z of rank n gives rise to a diagram 
K*Ao K*A1 . . . K*AA, 
K*x: I&% l*fI 1,; 
K*Eo- K*EI c- . . . c-K *E, 
%‘I x’2 X’” 
where 1; = 1 * lk, XL = 1 j, xk ; the sequences 
=’ (5.5) K*Ak-- lk K*E k-K*Ek-t 
are only fibrations, and not strict fibrations. The homotopy sequence of (5.5) can be 
consolidated to an exact triangle 
t Note that R(K * L) has the same homotopy type as S(RK n RL) and cf. para. 7. 
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where ik*, xk* are of degree 0 and a,+* of degree - 1. 
Let IC, be the composition rri . . . n,_, : Em_, + E,, and let D(K, Z) be the set of all 
(x, y) E H* (K; A,) x H,(K; A,,) such that there exists z E H,(K; E,_,) with 
ro*(x) = &l.(r), 
Y = a,,(r). 
Evidently D(K, 1) is an additive relation [13], and therefore defines a homomorphism @ 
of a subgroup of H,(K; A,) into a quotient group of H,(K; An). Clearly Q, is natural, with 
respect o maps in 9,. 
LEMMA (5.7). The domain of D(K, 2) is’the kernel of D(K, ‘Z); the indeterminacy of 
D(K, Z) is the image of D(K, 3). 
COROLLARY (5.8). Let 0, ‘0, “@ be the homomorphisms corresponding to D(K, Z), 
D(K, ‘Z), D(K, “Xc) respectively. Then 
Q, : Ker ‘a + Cok “0. 
Reinark. Let x E H&C&). Then it is clear that Q(x) = 0 if and only if there exists 
z E H,(K; E,) such that r&x) = rc”+i*(z). 
If n = 1, @ : H,(K; A,) + H,(K; A,) is easily verified to be a stable primary homol- 
ogy operation [20]. If n = 2, then ‘@ : H,(K; A,) -+ H,(K; A,) and “CD : H,(K; A,) + 
H,(K; AZ) are stable primary operations whose composition “WD is zero, since 
9’~ = aZ*21*ai*10* 
and haI, = 0 by exactness of the triangle (5.6). Moreover, it is easy to see that Q is u 
seconabry operation associated with the relation “W@ = 0 in a sense analogous to that of 
Adams in [l]. 
By a stable homology operation of the n-th kind, we shall always mean the operation 
Cp derived from some P-system of rank n in the manner described above. 
Remark (1). Using the fact that a fibration 
X+Y+Z 
of spectra also gives rise to an exact triangle in cohomology 
i/H*(K;\ 
H*(K; Z) H*(K; Y) 
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we cou!d equally well have formulated a theory of higher-order cohomology operations. 
While such a theory is more familiar than one based on homology we have not done this 
since our results are formulated more naturally in terms of homology. 
Remark (2). It seems likely that the sequence 
Al,-E~-E~_, 
can be completed to a triangle 
Ek-Ek-i 
;\ J 
Ak 
by a map Ek_l + AL which shifts degrees by one, in such a way that the homomorphism 
H,(K; &- I> - H,(X ; A,) 
induced by this map is a,‘*. (Sketch of argument: assuming that At is a free abelian group 
spectrum and that the fibration above is a principal bundle, imitate the standard theory 
for semi-simplicial complexes [2] by defining WA, and proving a classification theorem, 
and that WA, (reindexed by one) and At have the same homotopy type. But this would 
take us too far afield. 
We now show that, without loss of generality, we can restrict our attention to special 
P-systems. This fact is essential for later developments. This construction was suggested 
to us by F. P. Peterson. 
LEMMA (5.9). Let 2 be a P-system of rank n. Then there exists a P-system 
of rank 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Ao Al . . . A” 
E’: 10, 
i I 
II’ 
I 
an’ 
Eb -EE; - . . . +---EL 
Xl’ x1* fn’ 
n and a map (a,‘, flk} of Z’ into Z such that 
E. = Ao, I; = 1; 
ak : Al, --, Ak is the identity; 
for any Ke Y,, D(K, X’) = D(K, X). 
In particular, if @,’ is the operation defined by X’, then 0 = Q’. 
Proof. (cf. [18, p. 2021). Let 
1’1 -11 
A,-E;-E;==A, 
be the strict fibration induced from 
A,AE,:E, 
by the map lo : Ao-+ E,, so that there is a commutative diagram 
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(5.10) 
Inductively, let 
I’k+l X’k+i 
A k+l -E;+, -EL 
be the strict fibration induced from 
,I.+ 1 Lk+* 
&+I -&+, -Ek 
by the map j& : EL + Ek, so that there is a commutative diagram 
a+1 XII+1 
A k+l-&c+i-& 
\ t t 
(5.11) 
This defines Z’ and the map of C’ into Z. 
tit K; = n, . . . I(,_~ :,E;_, -E& Let (x, y) E D(K, Z'), so that there is a z such that 
x E &(K; A,), y E H,(K; A,), z E H,(K; E;_l), x = K&7, y = &z. 
Then 
lo& = 80*&J = %(/&-r*Z), Y = &,,z = &dk-~&) 
and therefore (x, y) E D(K, Z). 
Conversely, suppose that (x, y) E D(K, Z), so that there is a z such that 
x EH+(K; A,), y EH*(K; A,), z E H,(k';E,_l, io*x = K,*Z, y = 8,;~. 
Let Zi E H&C; EJ be the image of z under the homomorphism Ici+l* . . . x,_,,, so that 
n..,,r, = r&-1, r,-, = r, &, = 10*x. 
We now construct inductively a sequence of elements zk E H,(K; E;) with the following 
properties : 
zb =x, 
n;*z; = z;-1, 
fik*z; = zk. 
This having been done, let z’ = z; _ 1. Then 
K;*Z' = R;*...& I*z:_l =z;)=x 
a;*z, = an*/9._1*z = a,*z =y 
and therefore (x, y) E D(K, IT). 
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To find the elements z;, join the diagrams (5.11) with K. The resulting diagrams 
satisfy (4.11) and (4.12). Hence we can apply Corollary (4.15) to define the z:, starting 
with zb = x. 
6. Universal operations 
In this section we retain the notation of para. 5. 
DEFINITION (6.1). Let Cp be a stable homology operation of the n-th kind, defined by 
the P-system Xc. We say that @ (or X) is normal if and only if 
(1) X is special, 
(2) Ao = FSII;“‘S, 
(3) @(&So ;A,)) = 0. 
Remark (1). FS/F(“S is the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum K(Z) ; thus &(K; A,) is 
the ordinary reduced integral homology group R,(K) [23, 5.71. 
Remark 2. We make the following convention: a statement “@(x) = 0”, where Q, is a 
homology operation of higher kind and x is a homology class, means that Q(x) is defined 
(i.e. ‘Q(X) = 0) and Q(X) = 0. 
LEMMA (6.2). Let I: be a P-system of rank n satisfying (1) and (2) above. Then ?I is 
normal if and only IY there is a map 9 : FS 3 E,, such that the diagram 
FS 2 FS/F”‘S = A, 
is commutative (n is the natural projection). 
Proof. Suppose that Z is normal. Note first that, for any spectrum E, &(S”; E) = no(E) 
If 4 is the (only) non-degenerate simplex of S, then 4 represents a generator s of q,(FS). 
and therefore n(4) represents a generator a0 of no(Ao). Then @(a,) = 0 and therefore 
there is an element x E x,(E,) such that K, + 1 *(x) = lo&a,). Since K, + 1 is a strict fibration, 
there is a simplex r~ E (&,)(o) representing x such that K.+~(o) = r&4). There is a unique 
map B. : S--t E, such that O,(4) = cr. Clearly ioa(fS) = K~+~B~. By (A.8) and (A.14), 
there is a map 6 : FS + E. such that e(jS) N eo, and therefore zorr N rc,,+r& Since K.+~ 
is a strict fibration, we may assume that zo7c = K,+~& 
The converse is easy. 
DEFINITION (6.3). Let Y be a normal operation of the n-th ,kind. We say that Y is 
universal if and only if, whenever K E 9’*, x E H,(K), and Y(x) = 0, then Q(x) = 0 for 
every normal operation @ of the n-th kind. 
We shall now show how to construct, for each n, a universal normal operation of the 
n-th kind. 
put! d%oIouxoq pauyap aJaM alay [EC] UI .[()I] u! pauyap SB ewads Ie~~5loIodo~ JO 
/CJo%al83 aql q,fh ‘sdwu snonu!wo3 pue saxaIdmos~3 JO Ooi3av?3 aq1 aq & la? 
spnpord-d83 pU8 S~llp~Ud ‘L 
sa7omwu r10 NOlLV3lrIISSV13 ‘rII§ 
smoIIoj I! ‘("y!x)*~3i*d asurs *(rC*~)*l+U~ =x aloJaJaq$ pue ‘x = (A)*T+:zf 18ql q3ns 
(SC I+ y&sy :_y)*H 3 k luamqa ue s! aJaw uaw ‘0 = (x)“@ 18q~asoddnspue(y)*~er~a7 
.Ienba aJB kaql ‘I8tU!U!UI s! (6‘& aN.ug '(0 = ((fi&#+"ll aNI!S)3!do)oUIoq 
pue (s!saqlodLq uo!pnpu! lcq) aIqyeduro3 an? saydtu!s asay] pne ‘(b‘z)_y JO sasqduI!s 
-(6 + u()a.XU(X)f+"X PUU(X) l+“x ‘bauros JOJ ‘nay1 ‘~c,+U~/s~~o xaIdm!s-ur UB s! XJI w> , 
aaJ%P Jo sacydux!s uo aa& Lay1 leql arunssv .saD!Idtu!s qsns uo aad%? Qr+% pue r-+:x 
ieqi (j JO uo!yru~suo~ ayi woq SMO~OJ I!put? ‘dI~83!qdJouros! o$ aatiap JO saD!Idw!s 
aql SdUUI ,e MON .xaIduros $23 IUUl~U!UJ ES! (U‘Z)x ‘U hraAa JOJ ‘Wl!S ‘[Z'8 $I] ]VU+~Ur 
S! (zh = O3 18ql 138J aql JO asn ag8t.u am ‘s!q3 aas oJ, *f+% = I+:, leql SMOIIOJ $1 
',@+% z e'+% = ,e 1+:x ‘(Z'g)eruuIa~Jo Y duux aql s! ,@'+Tx uoy!soduxoD aqi aDu!S 
I+uY 
we~Se!p aqi Jap!suoD 
dew E s! aray] ‘uo!paloJd aql s! str+,,d/,yd c&r:,0 J %uaH 'ue!$3qu-y s! *z $ew 
‘y UO UO!$3npU! dq ‘(v'c) UJOJJ SMOllOJ ,I '(Z'g) W.ULUa~ U! S8 "3 tSd: fl d8m 8 aSOOq3 
'@ uoy8Jado pal8!3OSS8 ql!M ‘Pug ql-U aqJ JO UIaldS-d IUUUOU 8 aq x Ia? $OOJd 
'("' ‘E ‘Z‘I = u) pu!y I/J-U aytJo uo!rvrado pman!tm v s! ‘a uqtpdado at,y ‘(s’g) Wil23OBHJ, 
"z ql+ pa$8!3OSS8 uo!luJado aq1 aq "@ ,a? 
'U WA& WJS&d lVlUlOU V S! ‘3 (fg) 
leql (Z’g) W-J SMOI]oJ 11 ‘u < 4 IIe JOJ :u ‘:I sdtm aql PUP &+,&% 
PUE S(~+,)&+? JJ 8 Dads aqi %u!laIap rCq mx ruoq pau!eJqo u18tiu!p aql aq 'x la? 
.dnol% )ua!)onb aql uo uoyaiold aql jz pue uo!snI3u~ aqi s! 31 qO!qM u! 
I+.#% .,= 
.'* - S(,+,,dISd - .*.-z S(,,LlkLi -2 S(,,LllSJ 
',' 
I 
l#ll o#tl :"3 
. . . 
S(**,,dlS(.~B *.. SWdIS(I)d S(,,illSJ 
u18&8!p aqi lap!suo=) 
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cohomology groups 
H,(K ; E) = x,(E A K), 
H”(K; E) = z_,(F(K, E)), 
for any K E 9, E E % Moreover, in [23] there was defined a notion of pairing (E, F) 4 G 
of two topological spectra to a third. Using such a pairing, one has a cap-product pairing 
-: H,(K;E)@Hq(K; F) --* H,_,(K; G). 
as well as a Kronecker product pairing 
< 9 ) : H,(K; E) @ Hq(K; F) -+ n,_,(G). 
These are related as follows. Let P be a one-point space and K a CW-complex and let 
f : K -, P be the unique map. Then, identifying H,_,(P; G) with n,_,(G), we have 
(7.1) (z, w> =f*(z-w) 
for all z E H,(K; E), w E Hq(K; P). 
Let R : 9fi --) W2 be the functor PsR of 1103. We shall refer to R as the realization 
functor. It was shown in [lo] that R induces an equivalence between the homotopy theories 
of the categories 9+ and % Thus, if K E 9, X E 9#, we may define 
H,,(K ; X) = K(K; R(X)), 
,H”(K; X) = H”(K; R(X)). 
Moreover, it was shown in [l l] that a map a : X A Y + 2 in the category 9” gives 
rise to a pairing (R(X),R( Y)) + R(Z) in the sense of [23], so that we have a cap-product 
and Kronecker index 
e:H,(K;X)@Hq(K; Y)-+H,_,(K;Z), 
< , ) : H,(K; X) (8 Zfq(K; Y) ---, x,_,(Z). 
and we may freely make use of the results of 1231 using the semi simplicial notion of 
spectrum. 
In particular, let R be a ring spectrum, M an R-module, and let K be a (homology) 
n-manifold (i.e. a compact connected triangulable space whose integral local homology 
groups are those of Euclidean n-space R”). Let w,, be a generator of the group H”(K; S), 
and let 
(7.2) w = H”(K; I)W~ E H”(K; R). 
Recall that z E H,(K;R) is a fmaizmental class if and only if 
<z, w> = f i E MO, 
where the Kronecker index is defined in terms of the pairing R A R + R, and i is the 
element of no(R) represented by the map I : S + R. 
Recall that 
DEFINITION (7.3). The homology n-manifold K is said to be R-orientable if and only if 
there exists a fundamerttal class z E H,,(K; R). 
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One of the main results of [23] was the PoincarP duality theorem. 
THEOREM (7.4). If K is R-orientable and z is a fwtdamental ckass, then 
2 - : W(K; M) + H,_,(K; M) 
is an isomorphism for every R-module M. 
8. Fully iavariant functom and orientability 
Let U, V be fully invariant subgroups of F,, and suppose that U c V. Then, for any 
group G, T,,G c T,G, and therefore there is a natural transformation 
u. nv * Qv-+Qv 
between the group functors Qv,Qv, and their extensions to the category of spectra. Clearly 
(8.1). If U c V c W, then 
lg.&g! = 4h:~,-+~,. 
Composing the natural transformation 7~: with the transformation 
Q)v :QvQvdQv 
of para. 2, we obtain a natural transformation 
%,v :QuQv-+Qv- 
By (2.9, ‘.& gives rise to a map 
(8.2) 
of spectra, 
(8.3). 
(8.4). 
diagrams 
v: QuS A QvS+QvS 
and it is easily verified by the arguments of para. 2 that 
The map (8.2) makes Q,S into a Q&module. 
The map J&S) : Q&9 + Qv@> is a homomorphism in the sense that the 
YQUS I w”(S) 
QvS 
are commutative. Moreover, it is a map of Q,S-modules. 
Let U be a fully invariant subgroup of F,, let m = m(U) be its characteristic, so that 
lJ = F”,.(U n F’,“). 
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Let I be the subgroup consisting of the identity only, and let 
X” = 4 : F--+Q,. 
LEMMA (8.5). The homomorphism 
ao(nu(S)) : n,(FS) - no(Q USI 
253 
is an epimorphism with kernel mx,(FS), so that rrO(QuS) is a cyclic group Z,,, of order m. 
(We agree that Z, = Z, the group of integers.) 
Proof. The sequence 
. . . + n,(T,S) + nfJ(FS) + no(QvS) -i n_,(TuS) + . . . 
is exact, and TVS has no simplices of negative degree, so that n_,(T$) = 0. Now F(S,,,) 
is the infinite cyclic group generated by the non-degenerate simplex I$, and T,F(S& is 
clearly the subgroup generated by 4”. Since x,(FS) is infinite cyclic, generated by the class 
of 4, the truth of the Lemma follows immediately. 
Let us defme the hull of iJ to be the fully invariant subgroup 
so that U c V. Then 
COROLLARY(~.~). 
is an isomorphism. 
Note that 
The homomorphism 
%b#S)) : dQvS) + no(QvS) 
Q”(S) =‘FS/F”(S) -F”‘S 
=Z,@AFS 
= k’GL), 
according to [I 1, 12.51. Hence 
H,(K; Q&J)) = H,W ; 4J, 
(8.7) Hq(K; Q&S)) = Hq(K; Z,). 
Now let K be an n-manifold, z E H,(K; Q,(S)), and let 
z’ = If,@; n;(S))z E H,(K; Q&S)). 
LEMMA (8.8). The class z is fundamental if and only if z’ is fwdamental. 
Proof. Let 
w E H”(K; QJ) 
w’ E H”(K ; QVS) 
be the cohomology classes of (7.2); then it follows from 
w’ = H”(K; r&S))w 
(8.1) that 
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Hence 
<z’, w’> = +$(S))<z, w>, 
and the statement now follows from Corollary (8.6). 
COROLLARY (8.9). If K is Q,S-orientable and 1 m # (U) # 2, then K is orientable. 
Suppose K is orientable and z E H,(K, Q,S) a fundamental class. Then the PoincarC 
duality isomorphism 
z- : W(K; M) + H,_,(K; M) 
is natural with respect o maps of Q,S modules. Conversely, 
THEOREM (8.10). Suppose that the manifold K satisfies Poincare duality naturally for 
maps of Qo(S)-modules. Then K is QuS-orientable. 
Proof Let D,(M);H4(K, M) -+ H,_,(K; M) be a natural isomorphism. By natur- 
ality of Do and (8.4), the diagram 
H’(K; QuS) = H,(K; Q,S) 
I I 
I x I I’ 
H”(K; QvS) - fL(K; QvS) 
Do(QvS) 
(in which the homomorphisms x, 11‘ are induced by n;(S)) is commutative. Since Do(QvS) 
is an isomorphism, it follows from (8.7) that K is Q,S-orientable. Hence it suffices to show 
that x’ is an epimorphism. Since Do(QvS) is also an isomorphism, it suffices to show that 
R is an epimorphism. 
Let P be a point, f: K-, P the unique map. Then the diagram 
xo(QvS)= Ho@'; Q&9----, '* H"(K; QnS) 
I 
*” 
I 
x’ 
no(QvS)=H"(P; Q&9 " -H (K; QvS) 
is commutative. But IL” is an isomorphism, by (8.6), and the lower f * is an isomorphism, 
because of (8.7). Hence H’ is an epimorphism. 
9. Degrees of orientability 
DEFNTION (9.1). If k is an integer 2 1, the manifold K is said to be k-orientable if 
and only if K is AL(S)-orientable. K is strictly k-orientable if and only if K is k-orientable 
and not (k + I)-orienzable. K is oo-orientable t$and only IT K is F(S)-orientable. 
In this section, k will be a positive integer of co, and we agree that Fia’ = I, A, = F. 
Then the characteristic of F$ is zero, and therefore a k-orientable manifold is orientable. 
Since A,(S) = K(Z), l-orientability = orientability. 
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THEOREM (9.2). Let K be an orientable n-manifold, and let z E H,(K; 2) be a fun&mental 
class. Then K is k-orientable ly and only tyall normal homology operations of the r-th kind 
vanish at z for all r < k. 
Proof. By Lemma (8.8), K is k-orientable if and only if z lifts to a class z’ E H,(K; AL(S)). 
If k -C 03, this is true, by the Remark following Corollary (5.8), if and only if the operation 
0 k-l vanishes at z. By Theorem (6.5) this is equivalent, in turn, to the vanishing at z of 
all normal operations of the r-th kind for all r < k. 
Suppose k = 03. By (C.8) F’“‘S is (n - I)-connected. It follows from [23, 3.161 that 
K A RF’“‘S is (n - I)-connected. Hence 
H (K * F’“‘S) = 0. n-l 7 
By exactness of the sequence 
H,(K; FS) -+ H,(K; A$) --t H,_,(K; F’“‘S), 
z lifts to H,,(K; A,S) if and only if it lifts to H,(K; FS). Hence K is co-orientable if and only 
if it is n-orientable, and the proof is complete. 
Thus, between the extremes of “orientable manifold”, on the one hand, and “homo- 
topy II-manifold” on the other, we have introduced an infinite sequence of notions. To 
show that our theory is non-vacuous, we shaIl prove in para. 10. 
THEOREM (9.3). For infinitely many integers k there exists a strictly k-orientable mani- 
fold K. 
10. Proof of Theorem (9.3) 
Let X be a cluster of oriented r-spheres, i.e. 
X = s, v . . . v s;, 
where ,S[ is a copy of the standard r-sphere Sr(r > 1). Let rj E n,(E) be the element repre- 
sented by the inclusion map i, : SJ c Z. Let p., : Z + 5” be the map which collapses S; 
to a point (k # j) and identifies S; with S’. Let II E H’(S’; Z) be the fundamental coho- 
mology class, and let u, = p,*u E H’(Z; Z). Let us agree to identify z&) and H,(Z; 2) by 
the Hurewicz map. Then clearly 
(10.1) (1,~ uk> = 6,k. 
LetAbeapxpmatrix(ar,;i,j=l,...,p)suchthat 
(10.2) aii E xs,-#) 
ay=(-lyajiEZ (f <j) 
The set T,(r) of such matrices forms an abelian group under componentwise addition 
Let 2 be the matrix obtained from A by replacing ai1 by a,, = H(aJ E 2, where H is the 
Hopf invariant. (We resolve.the ambiguity in sign of H by the convention of [19, $171). 
Let a E nzl_i(E) be represented by a map f:S”-’ -+ I: of an oriented (2r - l)- 
sphere into Z. Let u E H 2r- ’ ; Z) be the fundamental cohomology class. DeGne elements 
ai E nsr- iW), ai1 E Z, 
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by 
(10.3) c(ii = Pi*(Gov 
(10.4) Ui -~ Uj = UijV (i Zj) 
where -/ is the Steenrod functional cup product [19]. By [19, 6.21, the uij satisfy (10.2). 
Let A(a) be the matrix (cl*,). It is known [25, p. 2391 that 
(10.4). The correspondence A : Q,_~(Z) --) TP(r) is an isomorphism. 
Let E2’ be an oriented Zr-cell bounded by the oriented (2r - I)-sphere S2?-l. Let 
K = K(a) be the CWcomplex Z u,Elr obtained by attaching E2’ to Z by the mapf: Let 
g : (E”, Szr-’ )-P (K, X) be the identification map, and let i :Z c K,j: K c (K, C). 
Then 
H,,(K; Z) z Z, 
i, : H,(Z; Z) x H,(K; Z), 
j* : H&k:; Z) x H,,(K, C; Z) x Z, 
Hi(K; Z) = 0 otherwise. 
Let w E H2’(K; 2) be the element corresponding to v E H2r-1 (S2-’ ; 2) under the 
isomorphism 
HZ?l(S2P1; Z) d* 
9.-’ . 
- H2r(E2r, S2’- 1 ; Z) 
i’ 
- H2’(K, z.; Z) - H2’(K; Z). 
Let u; = i*-’ (uj), so that the u(i form a basis for the free abelian group Hr(K; 2). Then [I91 
(10.5). The cup products in H*(K; 2) are given by 
u; - u; = H(LY,,)w, 
U; - 11; = CtijW (i #j). 
Hence 
(10.6). If K has the homotopy type of a manifold, then the matrix A(u) is unimodular. 
Let 0,’ be the rotation group of Euclidean r-space, 0 + the “stable” rotation group, 
and let 
J, : T- SO:) - x2,- IW), 
J : 7c,_ ,(O+) - “r-IFS) 
be the “J-homomorphisms” [22], with suitable sign conventions (cf. [26]), so that, if 
k : 0: c O+ and if 1: n2,-r(S) + n,_ I(FS) is the natural map, then the diagram 
7% r(W) f* - q-,(0+) 
Jr I I J 
n,,- ,(S’) - %- ,(FS) 
L 
is commutative, and k,, A are epimorphisms. 
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The following result is due to Wall 1211. 
(10.7). Suppose that tl E A~,_~@) and 
(1) the elements Uii belong to the image of Jr, 
(2) the matrix A”(a) is unimodular. 
Then K has the homotopy type of a combinatorial mantfold which is diflerentiable except 
possibly at one point. 
Let OZr_l be the group of h-cobordism classes of homotopy spheres [15]. Kervaire 
and Milnor have proved that 02r_1 has finite order &,_, if r is even. Then Wall has shown 
(10.8). Let r 14 be even, and let p = g,,_,*q. Let A E T,(r) be a matrix satisfying 
(1) and (2) of (10.7). Let a E x~,-~(Z) be an element such that A(a) is the direct sum of 
e Zr_l copies of A. Then K has the homotopy type of a differentiable manifold. 
From now on, assume the conditions of (10.7) to be satisfied. Let z E H,,(K; 2) be 
the class such that 
<z, w> = 1. 
Let k be a positive integer, and let 
n:FS+AkS,p:AkS+A,S=K(Z) 
be the natural maps. There is a commutative diagram 
H2r(K; FS) Joo a= - H,,(K, 2; FS) - &- ,(Z; FS) 
1 Jk 1 ak 1 
H,,W ; 4s) - H,,K z; A& - &- I(% -ha 
I P’ I P” I P I1 
H,,(K ; 3 --, H,r(K, C; Z) - a’ &,-I(% z) 
whose rows are extracted from the exact homology sequences of the pair (K, C), while the 
vertical arrows denote the homomorphisms induced by the appropriate maps of spectra. 
(The group i?,,_,(E) is to be interpreted, on the one hand as the kernel of the natural 
homomorphism I!?+ @) -+ Hz,_,(P), and on the other as the relative group H,,_,(E, *) 
where + is the base point; these are isomorphic under the composition 82,_1(X) c Hz,_@) 
+ Hzr_l(Z, *); and the image of a :H,,(K; Z)c)-* H,,_,(X) is contained in A,,_@) 
(cf. [6, 1.8.21). 
Recall that R,,_,(c; FS) is the stable homotopy group &-IQ. Let Z be the element 
corresponding to u E ~l~~-~@). By Lemma (8.5), IL* : a,(FS) x n,(A$) and (p*x) : p,(FS) 
e. n&&S), and therefore p * : no&S) ra n,,(AIS). It follows that the three groups in the 
second column of the diagram are infinite cyclic and IL”, p” are isomorphisms. We have 
seen thatj, is an isomorphism. Let x E H,,(K, C; FSJ be the element such that p”x*x =jIz. 
Then clearly 
(10.9) a,(x) = a. 
E 
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It then follows easily that 
LEMMA (10.10). The rinage of p’ contains z $ and o&y if A(E) = 0. 
Let G = a,(Z); G is a free abelian group of rank r. By the direct sum theorem [cf. 6, 
1.13.21, we can identify R,,_,(C;X) with G @ n,_,(X), for any spectrum X, in such a 
way that, if a : X-+ Y is a map of spectra, then 8,,_,(Z; a) is identified with 18 x,-r(a). 
Let @i* = A(Q) E IF,_r(FS). Then 
(10.11). The image of p’ contains z if and only if each of the elements Efi belongs to 
the kernel of 
n* : n,_ ,(m) --) n,_ &4,S). 
We now examine the groups a&4J). By (C. 1 I), if k > 0, q(fik)S/Pk+‘?r) is a torsion 
group whose 2-primary component has exponent 2. If i > 0, zI(AIS) = 0. If also k > 0 
there is an exact sequence 
x@(‘)s/~(‘+‘)s) --, dAk+ IS) +  n@ks)* 
It follows, by induction on k, that 
(10.12). For all i > 0, Ic,(AkS) is a torsion group who se 2-primary component has expo 
nent at most 2k-‘. 
COROLLARY (10.13). Let a e x,_,(FS) be an element of order 2’. Then 2k-‘a belongs 
to the kernel of 
II* : II,_ ,(FS) ---, Ir,_ ,(&S). 
(10.12) and (10.13) were pointed out to us by F. P. Peterson (oral communication). 
On the other hand, Kervaire and Milnor have proved [16, p. 4581 
(10.14). For every integer k, there exists an element of Jz,_I(O’) c IC,_~(FS) of order 
r- 2k. 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem (9.3). Let k be an integer > 1, and let 
r = 2k. Choose, by (10.14), an element /? E x,-,(0,?) such that Jk,/? has order r. Let 
all = 2k-‘J,(B), and let A be the matrix 
let a E z+,(c) be the corresponding element. Then a satisfies the conditions of Lemma 
(10.7), so that K(a) has the homotopy type of a combinatorial manifold K. Then d # 0, 
but E belongs to the kernel of 7t : Rz,_, (Z; FS) - R,,_,@; A$). By Lemma (lO.lO), 
the fundamental class z of K lifts to H,(K; A$), but not to H,(K; FS). Hence K is strictly 
m-orientable for some m, 
k =< m s 2’+’ - 1. 
By using (10.8) instead of (10.7), we can even find a differentiable manifold K. 
APPENDIX A. ON THE HOMOTOPY RELATION 
In [IO] a notion of homotopy between maps into a spectrum satisfying the extension 
condition was introduced. It was based on a product K.L of set complexes which is 
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obtained from K A L by making certain identifications which do not alter the weak homo- 
topy type. Because the structure of this complex is not very perspicuous, many of the 
proofs become quite complicated. 
For this reason, we shall introduce here a new notion of homotopy, for maps into 
group spectra, and develop enough of its properties to obtain an adequate homotopy theory. 
In contrast to the old notion, the proofs will make use only of standard results from the 
theory of set complexes. It follows from (A.15) below that the two notions coincide when 
both are defined. 
The cone and suspension of a set complex L with base point were detied in [ll, 2.31. 
We now call them the right cone and right suspension, and denote them by LC and LS, 
respectively. The left cone CL and left suspension SL are defined by 
CL = D((DL)C), 
SL = D((DL)S), 
where D is the duality operator [l 1, $81 which inverts the order of the face and degeneracy 
operators. Evidently, up to natural isomorphism, the right and left operators commute, i.e. 
(CL)C = C(LC), (CL)S = C(LS), 
(SL)C = S(LC), (SL)S = S(u). 
The (left) cone CX and (left) suspension SX of-a spectrum were defined in [l 1, 6.21. 
We do not define right cones and suspensions for spectra. In accordance with the new 
notation, the complexes X, associated with a spectrum X are related by irnbeddings 
X$ = X,+1. Note that X is naturally imbedded in CX, and Cx\X = SX. 
Let w, w’ : X--, Y be maps of spectra, and suppose YE 9kG. Then we detie maps 
w*w’:X-+ Y 
w-l:X+Y 
by the obvious formulas; for each x E X(.,, 
(w * w’)(x) = w(x) l w’(x), 
w”(X) = (w(x))? 
DEFINITION (A.l). A map w : X+ Y in yb is nullhomotopic (w N *) if and only if w 
can be extended to a map w’ : CX-, Y. If YE Yjo, two maps wO, w1 : X-+ U are 
homotopic (wO N w1 ) if and only if wO*w;’ N *. 
Evidently 
(A.2). Homotopy is an equivalence relation. 
Before developing further properties of the homotopy relation, we prove two lemmas 
which will furnish the basis of most of the subsequent proofs. 
LEMMA (A.3). Let YE 5$4, be contractible (i.e. z,(Y) = 0 for all n). Then every map 
w : X + Y in +‘i has an extension w’ : CX + Y. 
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LEMMA (A.4). Let 
I 
Y"- Yp' Y' 
be a strict jibration (Definition (4.1)), and let X be a spectrum, A a subspe&m of X. 
Suppose that v : CA - Y, w : CX --+ Y’ are maps such that pv = w 1 CA. Then v has an 
extension v’ : CX + Y such that pzl’ = w. 
Proof of Lemma (A.3). Since Ye is contractible, the map w,, : X0 + Ye has an exten- 
sion wb : CX,, + Y,, [7]. Suppose that w; : CX, -+ Y, has been defined for 0 5 q s n 
in such a way that 
Then the maps 
wJCX,_,S= w;_,s: cx,_,s+ Y,_,Sc Y4, 
WJX, = w* : x, --+ Y,. 
W”‘S 
CX”S - KS = Y,+1, 
WI+* 
X n+1- xl+19 
agree on CX,S n X, + , = X,S and therefore define a map of the subcomplex CX,S u X,,, 
of CX,+r into Y,,,. Since Y,+, is contractible, this map can be extended to w;+ , : CX,, r 
+r,+,. The maps WA now define a map w’ : CX + Y which is an extension of w. 
Proof of Lemma (A.4). Since 
Yg2Y02+yb * 
if a fibration, the map v. : CA0 + Y. has an extension v& : CX, ---* Y. such that 
pot& = w, : CX, + Yi [2,3.3].. Suppose that vi : CX, ---, Y, has been defined for 
0 5 q 5 n in such a way that 
o;/cx,_,s = u;_,s : CX,_,S+ Y,_,S c Y4’ 
uJCA, = u4 : CA, + Y4, 
‘- P& - wq * * cx, + Y;. 
Then the maps 
V n+~ : CA,+, --t Yn+lv 
v;s : cx,s + Y”S c Y,+1, 
agree on CA,+1 n CX,S = CA,& and therefore define a map 
u : W&+1 u XJ) = CA,,, u CXJ + Y,+l, 
and pu = w,+~IC(A,+, u X,,S). Again, by [2. 3.31, the map u has an extension 
V ;+1 : c&l+1 + K+1 such that pv: + 1 = wn+ , . The maps vi define a map II’ : CX + Y which 
clearly has the required properties. 
Let YE 9+,. Then the map 
Y+Y+* 
is a strict fibration; applying Lemma (A.4), we conclude: 
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COROLLARY (AS). Let YE ‘yiir, X E 5+‘~, and let A be a sub-spectrum of X. Then 
any map of CA into Y can be extended to a map of CX into Y. 
We can now develop the required properties of the homotopy relation. 
(A.6). Let X, YE 9#, Z E 9&, and let v : X--t Y, wO, w, : Y -+ Z be maps in 9j. 
Zf wO E wl, then wov N wlu. 
For if w:CY-+Z is an extension of wO*wl-r, then w(G) : CX + Z is an extension 
of (wol))‘(wlu)-l. 
(A.7). Let X E 9#, Y, Z E 9&, and let uO, v1 : X-P Y, w : Y -+ Z be maps in 9b 
(w is not necessarily a homomorphism!). 1st~~ N ul, then wao N wul. 
Proof: This is clear if w is a homomorphism. In any case, w has a factorization 
rr Iv’ 
Y-FY-Z 
such that w’ is a homomorphism. Hence it suffices to prove (A.7) in the special case 
w =fY. 
Since YE y+c, there is a homomorphism g = g Y : FY + Y such that gw : Y c Y. 
Since w is a weak equivalence, so is g, and therefore W =Ker g is contractible [l 1, 5.33. 
Let 
u = (wu,)~(wu,)-‘~(w(u,~21;~))-~ : X + FY. 
Then gu = * and therefore u : X + W. By Lemma (A.3), u has an extension u’ : CX -) W. 
Let u’ : CX + Y be an extension of u0 * 0; I. Then u’ * WU’ is an extension of u. w(u& ‘) 
= (wu&(wVl)-’ and therefore wve N wvl. 
(A.8) (Homotopy extension theorem). Let X E y%,, YE 9bo, and let A be a sub- 
spectrum of X. Let wO : X ---) Y, uo, v1 : A + Y be maps such that w, IA = v. and 
vO N vl. Then there is a map w1 :X--rYsuchthatw,~A=v,andw,~~~. 
Proof. Let u : CA + Y be an extension of v,,.u;‘. By Corollary (AS), u has an 
extension w : CX 3 Y. Let wl = (wjX)-l. wO. 
(A.9). (Covering homotopy theorem). Let Y, 2 E 9ho, and let p : Y --, 2 be a 
strict jibration. Let X E 9fi, and let vO : X + Y, w,,, wl : X + Z be maps ‘such that 
PUO = wo, w. N wl. Then there is a map q : X + Y such that pul = w1 and u. N ul. 
Proof: Let w : CX --f Z be an extension of wo* w; ‘. By Lemma (A.4), with A = * 
there is a map u : CX + Y such that pv = w. Let ul = (ulX)-’ mug. 
(A.10). Let XE 9&. Then the maps f=fX:X+FX and g=gX:FX+Xare 
homotopy inverses (and therefore both are homotopy eguivalences). 
Proof. By definition, gf: Xc X. Also 
KergcFX- * x 
is a strict fibration; since g is a weak equivalence, Ker g is contractible. But gcfg) = g I g 1, 
where 1 is the identity map of FX. Thus cfs) * 1 - 1 : FX + Ker g. By Lemma (A.3), this 
map extends to a map of CFX into Ker g c FX and therefore fg N 1. 
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COROLLARY (A. 11). Let X, YE 9&, X free (cf. Appendix B). Then any map of X 
Y is homotopic to a homomorphism. 
Prooj As in proof of (A.7), it suffices to prove this for the special case of .the map 
f: X--, FX. By (B.11) there is a homomorphism h : X--r FX. such that gh : Xc X. Then 
f=fgh SL’ h, by (A.10). 
COROLLARY (A.12). Let X E 5+4. li?en the maps 
FfX, fFX : FX + FFX 
are homotopic. 
(A.13). Let X, YE 9/o, and let w : X+ Y be a weak equivalence in 9& Then w 
is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof It suffices to prove that there is a map v : Y-P X such that WV N 1 : Y c Y. 
For then tr is also a weak equivalence, and therefore there is a map u : X+ Y such that 
VUNI:XCX. Then 
w N wvu N u, 
vwNvUN1, 
The map w has a factorization 
fX w' 
X-FX-Y 
and w’ is a homomorphism. By (A.10) it suffices to prove the theorem for w’. 
Suppose first that w’ is a monomorphism, which we may assume to be an inclusion 
map. Then 
FXLY * - Y/FX = Z 
is a strict fibration; since YE 9&, 2 E 9’, [8, 3.21 and 2 is contractible. By Lemma 
(A.3), the identity 
map v’:CZ--, Y 
Hence there is a 
by (A.7), wu N 1. 
In the general 
map of 2 extends to a map v : CZ + Z. By Lemma (A.4), there is a 
such that pv’ = v. Let v” = v’(Cp) : CY --f Y. Then pv”] Y = p. 
map u : Y+ X such that v’] Y = (NW)-r-l. Therefore (wu)-’ ‘Y I-‘; 
case, we can factor w as the composition of two homomorphisms 
w’ 
FX-FCFX x YP’Y, 
where p is the projection on the second factor, and the projections of w’ into the first and 
second factors are Fu : FX -+ FCFX and w : FX -+ Y, where u is the composite 
IX 
X-FXcCFX. 
Evidently w’ is a monomorphism. Since CFX is contractible, so is FCFX = Ker p, and 
hence p is a weak equivalence. Since w = pw’ is a weak equivalence, so is w’. By what we 
have already proved, w’ has a right homotopy inverse. But p has an obvious right homo- 
topy inverse, and hence w does also. This completes the proof. 
For X E P#, Z E 9fic, let [X, Z] be the set of homotopy classes of maps of X into Z. 
If v : X’-+ X and w :Z+ Z’ are maps in 94, it follows from (A.6) and (A.7) that they 
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induce 
v* : [X, Z] + [X’, z-j, 
w* : [X, ZI + [X, Z’l, 
thereby making [ , ] into a functor (Yb, $$) + A*, where 9bb is the full subcategory 
of 9b generated by 9&. By (A.13) 
(A.14). Zf w :Z -+ Z’ is a weak equivalence in 9”, then w* : [X, Z] -* [X, Z’] is a 
one-to-one correspondence. 
Harder to prove is 
(A.15). Zf u : X’+ X is a weak equivalence, then v* : [X, z] -, [X’,z] is u one-to-one 
correspondence. 
Proof. The diagram 
” 
X-X’ 
/x I I /X’ 
FX - FX’ 
being commutative, and Fv being a homotopy equivalence, by (A.13), it suffices to prove 
(A.14) for the special case u = f X: X --+ FX. Moreover, since the diagram 
CFX, Zl - lJ* LX, Zl 
[FX, $Z] - [Xt Fzl 
0’ 
is commutative and fZ a homotopy equivalence, it suffices to prove the statement: 
zfX~Y~,z~~Ofi~,v=fX:x~FX, then 
u* : [FX, Z] --, [X, Z-J 
is u one-to-one correspondence. 
Let g = g X : FX ---, X; since gu : X c X, n*g* = (gu)*: [FX, z] c ‘JFX, z], and there- 
fore V* maps [X, z] upon [FX, z]. Suppose u, U’ : FX--, Z and uu z U’D. By (A.@, U’ is 
homotopic to a map U” such that uv = ~“2). Let uO : FX -+ Z be the composition 
FX:FFX%Z:Z. 
By (A. 12), Fu 3: f FX : FX ---) FFX. But the diagram 
fJ= 
FX - FFX 
I I ” Fu 
Z-FZ 
/Z 
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is commutative, and therefore 
f&J = (gZ)(Fu)(Fu) N (gZ)(Fu)~FX) = (gZ)(fZ)u = u. 
Similarly u. N Up, and the proof is complete. 
We conclude this section by comparing the new notion of homotopy with the old. 
For this purpose we introduce still another notion; 
DEFINITION (A. 16). Let X & 9’, Y E 9”. Two maps wo,wl : X + Y are said to be 
quasi-homotopic (w. z w ,) if and only if there is a spectrum X’ and maps 
io, i, : X --+ X’, 
p:x’+x, 
w:X’-,Y, 
such that 
(1) Pi0 =pil : Xc X; 
(2) p (and therefore i. and il) is a weak equivalence, 
(3) wio = w,, wi, = WI. 
Thus, two maps which are homotopic in the sense of [lo] are quasi-homotopic, with 
x’ = 1. X. 
(A.17). Let XE 9& YE 9/o, w,, w1 : X+. Y. Then w, = w1 ifandonly ifwo z wl. 
Proof. Suppose w. z wr. Then w : X’-+ Y has a factorization 
/X’ 
X’- FX’- y Y; 
by (A.7), it suffices to show that v. = (f X’)i, N (fX’)i, = ul. The diagram 
/X’ 
X’- FX’ 
P I I FP 
X-FX 
/X 
is commutative and 
(FP)VO = (Fp)(fX’)i, = (fX)pi, = fX = (Fp)u, , 
But p is a weak equivalence and hence Fp is a weak equivalence and by (A. 13) a homotopy 
equivalence. Hence v. N vl. 
Conversely, suppose that w. 1~ wl. Let X’ =FCXx X, andletw’:CX-+Y be an 
extension of w. * w; I. Let u : FCX + Y be the homomorphism such that UcfCX) = w’. 
Let rc,:X’-+FCX,n,:X’ + X be the projections on the first and second factors. 
Let 
w = (uzr) - (WOR2). 
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Define i,, i, : X - X’ by 
n,i, = (j-X)-’ : X + FX c FCX, 
n,i, = 1 : x c x, 
Xl11 = *, 
x211 . =l:XcX. 
Finally, let p = x2. Since FCX is contractible, .p is a weak equivalence. The remaining pro- 
perties are obvious, so that wO r w,. 
APPENDIX B. FREE GROUP SPEcTBA 
These are defined by analogy with free group complexes [9]. In this appendix we collect 
some results which have been used above. 
Let G be a free group, freely generated, by the set B, and let H he a subgroup of 
G, K = G/H the set of right cosets of H in G, p : G + K the natural map. Let A = B v B-‘. 
DEETNITION (B.l). A partial Schreier system for (G, H) relative to B is function I’ : K 
+ G satisfying the foIlowing condiribns: 
(1) pz:k” c1y; 
(2) whenever x E K’, Z(x) = ai . . . a,,(ai f A), und the word a, . . . a,, is reduced, then 
T(y)=a, . . . s-I for some_vEkr’. 
A partial Schreier system which is defined on all of K is called a Schreier system. 
Using the standard method of constructing Schreier systems [12, $361 one easily shows 
(B.2). Every partial Schreier system can be extended to a Schreier system. 
Let 1: K+ G be a Schreier system. For each x E K, b E B such that 
MC+) # Wb, 
let 
ij(x, b) = A(x)b(QQ(x)b))-‘. 
Then [12, 5361 
(B.3). The elements $(x, b) are all distinct and freely generate the subgroup H. 
Let G be a free group complex [9, $551 with basis B, and let H be a group subcomplex, 
K = G/H, p : G + K the natural map. 
DEPINITION (B.4). A partial Schreier system for (G, H) relative to B is a collection of 
functions 
2; : K; + G, (q = 0, 1, 2, ..,) 
such that 
(1) Ji is a partial Schreier system for (G,,H,) relative to B n G,,; 
(2) whenever x E K& six E Ki + 1, then 
A; + 1(%x) = s&(x>. 
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A Schreier system is a partial Schreier system such that K; = K4 for all q. 
By induction on q, extending first over degenerate simplices and then using (B.2), one 
easily shows 
(B.5). Every partial Schreier system can be extended to a Schreier system. 
Since 
it follows that 
s&(x, b) = IL(s,x, s&I, 
(B.6). Every group subcomplex of a free group complex is free. 
DEFINITION (B.7). A group spectrum G is said to be free .i_f and only if there is a subset 
B of G, called a basis for G, and a cojinal sequence [I 1, 3.31 of subcomplexes G,, c G, such 
that 
(1) siB c B (i=O, 1,2, . ..) 
(2) for each q, B n G4 is a basis for G,. 
For example, if XE Y&, then F(X) is free. 
LEMMA (B.8). Let G be a free group spectrum, Ha group subspectrum. Then His free. 
Proof Choose B, {c,,} as above, and let I!!, = G, n nq, I?,, = G,/Rg; we may assume 
c4 = {*} for q < 0. Ignoring dimensions for the moment, we see that G, c Gp+ I and there- 
fore Gp c G4+,  l?, c fi,+ , ; moreover, G, n fl,+ 1 = I?,, and therefore & is naturally 
imbedded in R,, , . Note that an n-simplex x of X, is an (n + I)-simplex of X,, 1 (X = G, 
H, or K), and the faces and degeneracies of x are the same in X, as in Xq+l, except that 
a,, ,x and s4+ ,x are not defined in X,. Hence, if 1, : R,, -P G,, is a Schreier system for 
(G4, ir,), it is also a partial Schreier system for (G,, ,, ir,,,). Let & be an arbitrary 
Schreier system for (G,,, fl,). By (B.5) there is a sequence I, :R, + G, of Schreier sys- 
tems, each of which is an extension of the preceding, considered as a partial Schreier 
system. Let B; be the basis for Z?, corresponding to A,, B’ =y B;. Then B’ is clearly a 
basis for H. 
LEMMA (B.9). Let G be a free group spectrum. Then, for each q, G, is a free group 
complex. 
Proof. Reindexing G if necessary, we may assume that q = 0. Let E,(G) be the 0-th 
Eilenberg subspectrum of G; a simplex x E Cc,,,, belongs to E,(G) if and only if 
^ ai, . . . ai,x = * 
for all (i, , . . . , it) such that t > M. Thus E,(G) has no simplices of negative degree, except 
for * ; and we may regard E,,(G) as a (group) complex by identifying “dimension” and 
“degree” and ignoring all superfluous face and degeneracy operators. Then G, is a sub- 
complex of E,,(G). By Lemma (B.8), E,(G) is free as a spectrum; if B is a basis for E,,(G) 
as a spectrum, then B(,,,, = B n (E,(G)),,,,, is a basis for (&,(G))(,) and SiBc,, c Bc,+l). 
Thus E,(G) is free as a group complex, with B as a basis. By (B.6), Go is free. 
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Lemma (B.9) has the following important consequence. Let T: Q + B be a co- 
variant functor; then T induces, as in $2, functors, still denoted by T, on the categories 
of group complexes and spectra. 
COROLLARY (B.lO). Let G, H be free group spectra, f: G + H a homomorphism 
which is also a weak homotopy equivalence, Then, .for any functor T: Q + ‘3, the map 
Tf: TG -+ TH is a homotopy equivalence. 
ProofI Since f is a weak equivalence, so is f, : G, ----) H,, for each q, and G4, H4 are 
free, by (B.9). By [9, 6.51, fq is a loop homotopy equivalence. Hence (Tf), = Tfq : 
TG, + TH, is a loop homotopy equivalence, and therefore a weak homotopy equivalence. 
Therefore Tf is also a weak homotopy equivalence, and hence a homotopy equivalence. 
LEMMA (B.ll). Let G be a free group spectrum. Then there is a homomorphism 
h: G-rFGsuchthat@G)h:GcG. 
Prooj. Choose B, {G,} as before, with G_ 1 = {a }. Suppose we have constructed 
semi-simplicial homomorphisms h, : cq + Fg = (F(G)),, for all q c n, such that h,+l is 
an “extension” of h,, and gh, : G, c Gg. Suppose further that h, has been defined on all 
simplices of (!& of dimension cr, so as to commute with all applicable face and degeneracy 
operators. Let b E: B be an r-simplex of f?.. If b E G”_,, define h,(b) = h,_,(b). If b 4 &_, 
but b = sib’, 6’ E G,, we can, as usual, define h,(b) without ambiguity by h,(b) = s,h,(b’). 
Suppose that b 4 c,_, is non-degenerate. Let A’ be the standard r-simplex, i’ its unique 
non-degenerate r-simplex, dr the subcomplex of A’ generated by d,i’(j = 0, . . . . r). Let 
Xj = h,(ajb); by induction hypothesis, dixj = aj_ ixi for all i, j with i <j. and therefore 
there is a map u : Lip + F” such that a (a+‘) = Xjo’ = 0, . . . , r). The map g,,a : A’-, G. 
has an extension fi such that /?(i’) = b. Since g : F + G is a weak homotopy equivalence, 
so is g,, : F. ----) G,,, and therefore, by a standard argument, a has an extension y: ir + F. 
such that gny = /3. Define h,(b) = y(Y). This completes the inductive definition of h.. 
Since (cm} is coflnal, the h, define a unique homomorphism of spectra, and the proof is 
complete. 
APPENDIX C. HOMOLOGY AND HOMOTOPY OF THJ3 DERIVED sERIE!S 
Recall [ll, $101 that the homology theory of spectra can be defined by 
J%(X) = %(4X) (X E y;l,), 
H,(S) * x,(4.0 (f: x+ Y E+$), 
where A, X = FX/(‘)A! = QvX is the functor of $3, for U = F(A). Let a1 be the corresponding 
natural transformation Ev of $2, so that 
a,X: X + A,X. 
The Hurewicz map is then defined by 
V = x,(a,X) : x,(X) + H,(X). 
It is easily proved that the obvious generalization to spectra of the Hurewicz theorem 
holds : 
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(C. 1). If X is n-connected, then 
!J : Xi(X) ---) H,(X) 
is an isomorphism for i 6 II + 1 and an epimorphism for i = n -I- 2. 
(C.2). Iff: X - Y is a weak homotopy equivalence, then 
H”(f) : m-v --) H”(Y) 
is qn isomorphism for every n. 
It is not di&ult to show, using the results of [I 1, $51, that 
(C.3). lj- 
i 
X-Y- e z 
is a jibration, there is a commutative diagram 
a.+1 i. PI8 
. ..-n.+JZ)- %(X) - a,( Y) - n,(Z) - . . . 
(C.4) rl 
I 
rl 
i 
rl 
i 
I 
I 
***- H,+i(Z)~K(X)~.H,(Y) -H”(z)-... 
Pn 
with exact rows. 
We apply (C.3) to the fibration * 
i P 
F’“X - FX - A,X. 
The natural map X+ FX being a weak homotopy equivalence, we can identify x,(FX) 
with &I’), and, because of (C.2), H,(FX) with H,(x) = r&4,x), in such a way that the 
right hand square of (C.4) becomes the commutative diagram. 
n”(~lX) 
%(X) - rM,X) 
I I 
n,(A:X) - 
n,(Aro1X) 
It follows from this fact and the Hurewicz theorem that 
(C.6). If X is n-connected, then F”‘X is (n + I)-connected. 
Hence, by @lo), 
(C.7). v X is an n-connectedfree group spectrum, then X(l) is (n + I)-connected. 
Therefore, by (B.8) and induction on k, 
(C.8). If X is an n-connected free group spectrum, then Xck’ is (n + k)-connected. 
The two homomorphisms of r&4,X) into I#~A, X) of (C.5) are, in general, different. 
However, if YE 9fiA, there is a unique homomorphism bY :A, Y---f Y such that the 
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composition 
O&Y bY 
Y-A,Y- Y 
is the identity. Hence each of the above mentioned maps is a monomorphism upon a 
direct summand, and their cokemels are both isomorphic with the kernel of the homo- 
morphism 
n,(bA,X) : n,(A,AIX) - %(A,X). 
Thus 
(C.9). For any X E Yj/,, the group H,(F(l)X) is isomorphic with the cokernel of the 
homomorphism 
tt : x,+d4W - H,+ICW). 
Let us call an abelian group G semi-simple if and only if G is periodic and for each 
prime p, its p-component has exponent p. It follows from Moore’s decomposition theorem 
for abelian group complexes [17, 3.291 and Cartan’s calculation of the homology groups 
of K(lI, n) [4] that, if Y is an (n - I)-connected abelian group complex, then, in the stable 
rang?, the cokemel of q : q(Y) ---* H,(Y) is semi-simple. It follows without much diffi- 
culty that 
(C. IO). For any X E 5++, the groups H,(F(‘)X) are semi-simple. 
Again, using (B.8), @IO), and induction on k, we have 
(C.ll). 1f X is a: free group spectrum, then the groups H,(X”‘) tie semi-simple for 
all k > 0. 
Hence 
(C.12). If k > 0, the groups n,(_Vk’/X(“‘)) are semi-simple. 
In fact, using Cartan’s result [4], it is not difficult to calculate these groups explicitly 
m terms of the homotopy groups of X 
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